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Sound Education produces new and exciting high-quality children's nursery rhymes, original songs and

music using real instruments, synthesized sound and fun sound effects creating a fresh look at songs for

our youngest generation. 15 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: General Children's Music, KIDS/FAMILY: Kid

Friendly Details: Humpty Dumpty is one of a set of four fantastic sing-along CDs for under-5's are

available now from children's audio publisher, Sound Education and they are set to become top of the

toddler pops. Explore the rainbow through 'Colours', learn to count the fun way with 'Numbers', enjoy

traditional nursery rhymes with 'Humpty Dumpty' and find out about life on a 'Farm'. Children will love to

join in the songs and dance to the rhythms. Each CD comes complete with a colourful illustrated booklet

containing the words of the songs so that older children and parents can read and sing-along too. Hours

of fun for all the family! The songs have been written and arranged by musician and teacher Jane Carr.

She uses professionally trained singers from Europe's leading pop and rock school and a variety of

professional musicians in the recordings. The real orchestral instruments include harps, pianos, strings,

woodwind, brass and percussion supported by guitars and synthesised sound. Considerable care has

been taken to ensure that the music is of a very high standard. Children are drawn into the songs through

an array of spectacular sound effects, from rushing wind to a rooster and a rocket. Sound Education

draws on enormous experience of introducing toddlers and young children to the magical world of early

learning through songs and music. The importance of music in a child's formative early years is well

understood by the world famous Yehudi Menuhin School of Music in Surrey. Headmaster Nicolas

Chisholm said; "Music is at the very core of human communication. Children respond to music even

inside the womb and it plays an extremely important role in their early development. At the Yehudi

Menuhin School we pursue excellence in music and the high quality of Sound Education's CD will give

young children the very best introduction to the wonderful world of rhythm and melody"
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